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Action Points Summary 
 

Item Action 
Taken By 
 

Action Description Completion 
Note 

5.a KR To understand pros and cons of a PPG email address from the 
Chair of Greenway Practice PPG.  

 

5.a KR/JT To contact local chemists in our area to confirm whether it is 
possible to display a copy of our patient newsletter. 

 

5.a KR To ensure the patient newsletter is restricted to 2 pages Complete 

5.a & 
5.b 

JN/KR To arrange a further meeting to progress ways of improving and 
monitoring patient feedback. 

 

5.b KR To include call wait time data in our next patient newsletter.  

7.a DM To further discuss improvements with Well Pharmacy.   

 
 

Minutes: 
 

Item 
 
 

Description Action 

1 Apologies and welcome to new members 
Firstly, thank you to Jen Godden for her support to the PPG.  

None 



Welcome to Kimberley Rogers who will be working with the PPG in her new 
role as Business Support Manager.  
 
Apologies were received from Heather Pitch, Chris Beyfus, Barry Blakley, 
Georgie Bigg, Gordon Broadley and Jose Tarnowski.  
 

2 Minutes of Previous Meeting 
Minutes of previous meeting were approved as an accurate reflection of the 
discussion which took place.  Nothing to note from previous meeting. 
 

None 

3 Update on MV Covid vaccination programme (how many administered, 

how many to go, booster link to flu jab, “back to normal” timing) 

David Clark explained the phases.  

 Phase 1 is anyone over 50 years - 96% of our patients have been 

vaccinated, and we have given 42,000 jabs which looks pretty good 

nationally as well.  

 Phase 2 is anyone between 18-49 years -Take up of at least one jab is 

at 82% so we are finding it slightly more challenging within this age 

group, but we have given 18,000 jabs in this cohort.  

 There is also another measure which is called ‘low update groups’ 

including asylum seekers, homeless, patients on our learning 

disabilities register, and those with a serious mental illness. We are 

running at 87.81% with at least one jab and sitting pretty well 

nationally.  

 Phase 3 is now coming which is a single booster, co-administered with 

a flu vaccine, and that will start in mid-September with our over 50 

years, or patients with underlying health conditions.  

Geoff Matthews asked whether everyone will receive the same booster 

regardless of the initial Covid vaccination. 

David Clark advised that it looks like all booster vaccinations could be Pfizer 

through an invite system as we have done previously. We are able to vaccinate 

around 2,500 patients per day which allows us to keep clinics to weekends and 

not impact on access during the week. This will also ensure all patients are 

vaccinated by the end of October so everyone is protected and allow us to 

focus then on the winter pressures. However this is all subject to confirmation 

from NHSE 

Diane Haynes asked whether the patients at St Georges would receive a note 

advising when we will be holding our vaccination clinics. 

David Clark advised that the vaccinations will be done at Langford Surgery due 

to the licencing on where you can give a Covid vaccination.  

Joe Norman advised that pharmacies are sending out messages to say ‘come 

and have your free flu jab with us’. Is that going to interfere with Mendip Vale’s 

flu roll out programme?  

David Clark advised that we have an early delivery and there is enough work to 

go around. Both the flu vaccination and the Covid vaccination will feed into the 

same system.  

None 

4. Latest Complaints Report 

David Clark advised that we prepare our complaint report each quarter, along 

with Healthwatch data. Hopefully this is self-explanatory in terms of what we 

are recording and the outcome. It’s a little bit restrictive in terms of forming 

None 
 
 
 
 



patterns. David Clark asked whether there were any questions on the data 

which has been received. 

Geoff Matthews advised that the report does not tell the PPG a lot, and the 

work the feedback group is doing will provide better information on how people 

feel about the service. This may be better than a handful of complaints, but it is 

comforting to note that there are only a handful of formal complaints. 

David Clark advised that we are also anonymising the data so you don’t 

necessarily get the complete picture.  

Jean Fear asked whether this could be because not so many people are 

coming into the surgery. It’s difficult to compare this last year as it’s been so 

completely out of sync with what everybody has known all their life.  

John Gowar asked whether a complaint which is not upheld suggests that the 

patient who made the complaint is satisfied with that result. 

David Clark advised that in terms of, do we need to change a process as a 

result of a mistake, we would review what we have done, and ask the question 

of, is it a difference of opinion for example a medication change which follows 

our guidelines, and if so, it would be difficult to uphold in terms of a change of 

medication unless of course we have not delivered what we should have done. 

John Gowar agreed that complaints are very few but there are some grumbles 

from patients which are perhaps not getting through to the system, and it would 

be helpful to find a way of dealing with this and doing something about them.   

David Miller advised on the number of complaints 111 is getting which is about 

30 complaints in the same period so the level of complaints seems to be quite 

low.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Reports from three PPG Sub-Groups 
 

 

 5.a Ways of improving patient feedback (Joe Norman, Leonie Allday, 
Heather Pitch, Diane Haynes, Kim Rogers) 
 
Geoff Matthews advised that there was one meeting with Jen Godden before 
she moved across to Social Prescribing.  
 
Joe Norman advised that he would talk us through the main action points. We 
thought it would be helpful if there was a way for patients to talk to the PPG as 
well as the practice. Greenway Practice PPG has a PPG email address and 
there was a suggestion that we do something similar. We are going to talk to 
the Chair of Greenway Practice PPG to find out about the pros and cons and 
how it is actually working in practice. Another action was to humanise the PPG 
a bit by getting PPG members to submit photographs of themselves. We were 
planning to add a ‘PPG’ section to the newsletter with a name and face so 
patients get a feel for who they are talking to. We also thought it may be helpful 
to have our patient newsletter distributed to chemists in our area as well as the 
practices and put on their notice boards. Quite frequently people do not read 
the notice boards when they come into the practice because they are pre-
occupied, and we are trying to keep people out of the waiting rooms, whereas 
people are often queuing in chemists for a long time.  
 
Jean Fear advised that most of the chemists are one per village, but for St 
Georges there are at least four chemists and you can’t guarantee that every 
person from St Georges, say, is going to go to Boots chemist so you would 
have to issue them to four different chemists.  
 
Joe Norman advised that that’s not a problem subject to agreement from the 

Feedback 
Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KR 
 
 
 
 
KR/JT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



pharmacies themselves and of course there is a similar issue at Clevedon. 
Other practices may want to do similar so people have an alternative source of 
information.  
 
Joe Norman advised that Jenny was also going to try and keep the newsletter 
to 2 sides which will encourage patients to read it. We also thought it would be 
helpful to have an explanation of how communication works between the 
different elements of care including the health visitors, district nurses and the 
practice.  
 
Dr Joanna King confirmed that the community team ring each other’s central 
lines, if needed, to refer a patient, and if we need to speak about a particular 
patient, we tend to ring mobile to mobile throughout the course of the day and 
add to the appropriate list for a call back. The other options available to the 
community team are sending an email or patient task through the clinical 
record. The Health Visitors can again contact us through the phone or by 
email. With Health Visitors we also have regular safeguarding meetings where 
we very specifically discuss the high risk vulnerable people. There are also 
frailty meetings, with very clear channels of communication which flexes 
depending on what the person needs.  
 
David Clark advised that it is as effective as it’s going to be when everyone 
holds their own budget as everyone reverts back to their contractual 
requirements, and until we see the NHS having a single budget, he did not 
think we will ever be more effective. Additionally people are currently being 
paid premiums to work in mass vaccination centres, premiums to work in the 
ambulance service, or locum sessions, which then put further pressure on 
other services.  
 
Dr Joanna King explained that every time you do something extra, you have 
got to take away from something else and the community team are especially 
struggling with that at the moment.  
 
John Gowar asked whether there is any evidence of people being missed if 
they are approaching frailty, and we are not picking them up as early as 
needed. 
 
Dr Joanna King explained that we can only do something about things that we 
know about. If they are at home struggling and they do not let us know, or do 
not contact us, it can be very difficult.  
 
Joe Norman advised that the Friends and Family test doesn’t seem to be of 
much value. It’s useful to have a way of providing feedback. We were very 
impressed by the model that St Georges had where the PPG sat in the waiting 
room one day per week chatting to people.  
 
Geoff Matthews confirmed that Joe will be having another meeting and will aim 
to come back to the October meeting with specific proposals.  
 
Joe Norman explained that it a combination of a lot of things including – 
 

 PPG email address on the website so patients can interact directly with 
members of the PPG, and the PPG will require a mechanism of 
feeding information through to the appropriate practice teams.  

 A photograph of a PPG member in each newsletter to humanise the 
newsletter. The PPG is also plugged into other social media and this is 
an effective way of picking up what is, and isn’t, working.  

 
David Clark advised that he wouldn’t have any issues with PPG members 
coming into the surgery again to speak to people and get a wider picture as 

 
 
 
 
Complete 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JN/KR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



this would be really helpful to listen to feedback and how we may improve. 
 

 
 
 

 5.b Call waiting time improvements (Geoff Matthews, John Gowar, David 
Miller, Kim Rogers) 
 
Geoff Matthews explained that we have now had our second session on 
Monday at PPL with Sarah Voce and Kim who are actively involved. The PPG 
have a copy of the one page summary and a lot has been done. Geoff 
Matthews summarised completed action points. All of which has tried to take 
the load away from the main line area with a very solid reaction from the 
practice. The key is in the pointers which are still in hand to see what effect 
that has. Every month the sub group is getting a full break down of the figures 
across the month by an average of each day, by quarter hour slots, and you 
can see that the first hour is the real problem. Under point 2 there is a lot of 
emphasis behind doing as much as possible to reduce the load and spread the 
load to relieve the pressure across the first hour. Point 3 is covered in Joe 
Norman and Kim’s group to get general feedback to show if the efforts and 
changes being made are working. John Gowar has also made the suggestion 
of getting experience from other practices around what they are doing and 
lessons that can we learnt.  
 
Renee Bolton advised that she thinks there is confusion among the patients on 
what a responder is. When patients call the practice number they think they are 
getting a receptionist who is behind the desk, but there is confusion over 
whether this is sub contracted to a firm. 
 
David Clark explained that our receptionists are called Patient Coordinators so 
it may be that one day they are working on a desk in the surgery, or they may 
be doing a shift on the telephones, but they are all of our staff.  
 
David Clark advised that we have 62 lines which will go up to 82 lines in North 
Somerset.  
 
Leonie Allday advised that the only negative feedback she has received so far, 
was someone who was told that they were 20

th
 in the queue and didn’t 

persevere, but of course, if you are 20
th
 in the queue that’s fine, so I just 

wondered how may lines were actually being handled.  
 
Geoff Matthews advised that he called the surgery on Friday morning, got no 
delay, was told he was 11

th
 in the queue, and it took 3 minutes to get through 

to a voice. That’s something to communicate and mention in the newsletter 
with a little explanation of the numbers which have been mentioned today to 
give people a clear indication. It was agreed that the new message is a huge 
improvement.  
 

Feedback 
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 5.c Future access channels (David Miller, Geoff Matthews, Dr Joanna 
King) 
 
David Miller advised that for the foreseeable future the phone is going to be 
first contact along with e-Consult. At the end of the phone, and at the end of e-
Consult, there is a person as a receiver and they will deal with the query. The 
internet is likely to be developed over time but it is difficult to say how at 
present. 
 
Dr Joanna King clarified that the primary communication is still phones and e-
Consults, but there are also processes, for example prescription requests and 
text messages communication, so there’s a real hybrid model of resource 
materials. We are now asking patients when they ring the surgery whether they 
would like to be seen rather than making absolutely everything by phone and 

Feedback 
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the doctor then decides whether they need to see the patient.  
 
David Miller explained that Sunnyside rang to surgeries in the centre of Bristol 
and they have introduced the phone as the first line into their surgeries.  
 
Geoff Matthews said he had been advised from a GP point of view that there 
isn’t much time difference between a face to face appointment and telephone 
appointment.  
 
Dr Joanna King advised that we need to be clear that pre-bookable 
appointments can be booked up to 6 weeks in advance, we also have a 
appointments which open up on the day, so if a patient books in with a GP on 
the day and it happened to be phone call, and a GP needs to examine the 
patient, the GP will bring you in that day as part of the same consultation. If a 
GP needs to examine a patient, and it can wait, the patient will be booked into 
a different appointment. There is also the emergency Duty Dr list which we 
have slots for as well. If a GP thinks a patient needs to go to A&E the GP will 
book the patient in through a central booking line. If a patient has rung and the 
receptionist has suggested that patient goes to A&E, for example, symptoms of 
stroke or heart attack, the receptionist will follow their protocol and advise the 
patient to attend A&E. The receptionist wouldn’t ring ahead as it’s not a 
referral. All access channels are valid and important to different people 
depending on whom they are and what they need.  
 

6 Update on items from previous minutes of 16 June 2021 
 

 
 

 6.a “Queue place” telephone holding message 
 
Geoff Matthews explained that this item has been covered which is now in 
place and confirmed.  
 

None 

 6.b Pharmacists online options for ordering controlled drugs 
 
Sandra Dunkley asked why controlled drugs are not on the repeat list, and 
advised it’s more difficult to request a controlled drug online as you have to 
scroll down to a little box at the end and type in the controlled drug you are 
requesting.  
 
David Clark advised that because it’s a controlled drug the item of medication 
will never be on the list and this is something we cannot change as it’s not our 
software. There are a lot of controlled drugs which are open to abuse and so 
this is why we are really careful.  
 

None 

 6.c eConsult access change 
 
David Clark advised that like most practices we have moved toward covering 
e-Consult during our core hours opening hours. Outside of these hours you 
can still get general advice but the system would expect you to go to the out-of-
hours service, or by dialling 111, rather than submitting an e-Consult. During 
our core hours (between 08:00-18:30 Monday-Friday) all of the services are 
available and picked up by a human administrator.  
 
Renee Bolton asked what an e-Consult is and how it can be used.  
 
David Clark advised that an e-Consult allows you to get help for your condition, 
receive general advice, administrative help by arranging a sick note, help for 
your child, and is a series of multiple choice options on the website. It’s the 
latest improved system which works well.  
 
Dr Joanna King advised it will ask you lots of questions and so long as you 

None 



answer those questions, when you get to the end of the form, there will be a 
suggestion. The computer is asking you the questions and at the end it may 
suggest you speak to the GP.  That’s when it sends everything through to us. 
Our patient coordinators who are working alongside our emergency duty team 
that day, if very urgent, will be booked into our Duty Dr that day, or if it’s not 
that urgent it will go to somebody to call the patient back, or it might be 
something that the patient coordinator can sort out themselves.  
 

 6.d Appointment of Social Prescribers 
 
David Clark advised that it’s really nice to have a team who are looking to do 
the best for patients and are employed by Mendip Vale. Their training is almost 
complete, they still have a lot to learn, and they will be involved with people 
who have been hard to reach. The Social Prescribers will have the skill, time 
and knowhow to really make a difference. We have 5 currently, 3 in North 
Somerset and 2 in Bristol and good cross cover for leave. Clinicians are now 
referring patients to our Social Prescribers to see how they may be able to 
help.  
 
David Miller asked if the practice is being properly funded for this. 
 
David Clark advised that the majority of the funding is there, and it does give 
us something really good for patients. It’s a really good starting point and 
allows us to grow our skills from something that has come out recently. The 
Social Prescribers look at how they can link up services and how they can 
make that pathway better. They are working with people who, for example, 
have had a new cancer diagnosis and making sure they get the access to the 
services which can help. Additionally, they are being given bereavement 
training, and developing to look at those patients who circle clinicians quite a 
bit and get their more complex issues sorted out like housing issues. This is 
very much a learning curve for all of us and nice to see how passionate the 
team are and how open they are to pretty much anything.  
 

None 

7 Any other business 
 

 

 7.a Sunnyside – Well Pharmacy (David Miller) 
 
David Miller advised that Well Pharmacy have been approached on 4 
occasions as they can only have one person in at one time and so we have 
asked if we can change the configuration of the front of the building. We have 
been advised that Well Pharmacy can not do that. 
 
David Clark advised that he is very happy for Well Pharmacy to consult with 
him over any improvements which can be made.  
 
David Miller will pursue further with Well Pharmacy.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DM 

 7.b  Frequency of issuing repeat prescriptions (Leonie Allday) 
 
Leonie Allday advised that she was contacted by someone who felt frustrated 
that she had to get repeat prescriptions for herself and family members every 
month. At the time it was adding up to 8 interactions with the pharmacy per 
month. Why is it not possible to collect medication every 2 months rather than 
every month? Other surgeries in the area are all doing 2 monthly prescribing. 
Leonie Allday advised the patient that this was a decision to help reduce 
wastage but Leonie Allday advised that she has no data, and would like to 
have some data, to support this. When brought to the practice it was 
acknowledged that this was more work for patients and more for staff, so 
Leonie Allday asked how these things balance up against savings and 
reduction of wastage.  

None 



 
Dr Joanna King advised that we switched to one monthly prescribing because 
the CCG asked us to, and we are well aware that not all practices chose to do 
that, but we do tend to work hard to try and support directives. 
 
David Clark advised we are given a budget of around £5.7 million for drugs, 
and before we did 28 day prescribing we exceeded our drugs budget, and 
since we have done 28 day prescribing we are under our drugs budget. 
However, it has meant more work for us.  
 
Dr Joanna King advised that depending on the patient, there are ways where 
you do not have to keep ordering every month, such as ensuring that all 
medication is aligned or using repeat dispensing. We process around 1,500 
prescriptions a day. As many people as possible should be on repeat 
dispensing. The patient can ask the practice or pharmacy to be set up, and the 
request will be reviewed, depending on the drugs the patient is on.  
 
Meeting closed at 14:55 
 

8 Date of next meeting: October 20
th
 at 13:30 at Langford Surgery 

 
 

 
 


